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EDC Future Visioning
Please add your thoughts to the questions below to help envision the future of the EDC.

MEL YOUNG AUG 06, 2021 05:03PM

1. What is the EDC's fundamental purpose?

Learn from each other/ investigate together
We have questions we don't know answers to but we know people will help us to answer
them within EDC -- new research collaborations etc.

To promote student-centred, inclusive pedagogy - or is this
making too much of an assumption about our values

Centring anti-racist, ant-oppressive pedagogy-- I don't think this is about "values" so much
as "rights." ― ANONYMOUS

If student or learner-centred includes centering our faculty and staff and TA learners, to me
that would be inclusive -- they are our learners (that is, not just undergrad learner-

centredness). I think we need a variety of paradigms though! --TH ― ANONYMOUS

Discovery
Not knowing about this profession until later in a career but �nding a home in it; �nding
ways it connects with existing knowledge like Indigenous ways of knowing, being, doing.
Finding community within a larger community.

Advocacy for ourselves, the students, innovation and growth
in learning and working

Sharing our stuff.

Less lonely -- connecting with those who have walked the path/ career / have so much
knowledge 
Unmet friends helping each other out with large scale, dif�cult work 

Community of networks and inviting people in.

Maintaining the "building up"of one another. A "refuge."

A community that provides opportunities to network,
orienting new members to the field

Activism facilitated through resources, collective strength--
"collective activism". Understanding our roles as activists
through ED.

A place of connection

A community of practice, support and professional
development

Critique/Questioning Practice
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Having space to question our practice in a safe and constructive way

Networking for resources

Seeing / connecting with former colleagues

Community whose purpose is in part not only to push the
boundaries of what ED is, but also of higher education.

Sharing wisdom and research

Sharing culture ― ANONYMOUS

Opportunities for learning

Professional Development ― ANONYMOUS

Community

2. What are the EDC's strengths?

Collaborative rather than competitive; about the people

Belonging
 a sense of belonging and feeling welcomed because we exist in the same space

virtual space and otherwise ― ANONYMOUS

Since there isn't one path into ED, there's a strength in
offering a place to ground our practices and launch new
ones.

Cross disciplinary colleagues is indeed a strength ― ANONYMOUS

Love this. I always call it our "biodiversity" and we are healthiest imho when we foster this
(TH) ― ANONYMOUS

intentionality about being inclusive. Can discuss the college
and the university context, for example.

communities within community

Small size/community

allows for people to bring their authentic selves ― ANONYMOUS

Not very hierarchal - very easy for new members and for
experienced members to connect.

Sense of small community ― ANONYMOUS

Canadian focus

De�nitely agreed ― ANONYMOUS

Professional development for Educational Developers (and
other allied jobs)

People are very willing to share resources, we rely on each
other that way. Generosity of members.

Conferences

Focused on unique needs of Ed Developers



Relevant rather than just interesting ― ANONYMOUS

Its people
Community of honest, open, and authentic professionals from widely diverse �elds

Open and safe space for exchange

3. What suggestions do you have for the
future of the EDC? What would well in the
future?

Formalized methods of resource sharing, particularly Open
Educational Resources for Ed Development

Better understand/reflect priorities of Francophone
institutions in Canada
As we revision, acknowledging that there was a lack of awareness/representation of
Francophone members and institutions within EDC. How can we better connect with
these individuals/orgs as we reimagine and better understand/re�ect their priorities? 

Growing a say at ministry/government levels

Community onboarding, intentional onboarding for new
members.

Welcoming both diverse and divergent voices
Explore the mechanisms that will allow these voices to emerge in this kind of a
community, eg. building trust

Investigate our constitutive exclusions
What identities have we had to hide to be Ed developers
What paradigms are explicit, tacit, or even unexplored  

More formalized mentorship program and supports.
Shouldn't be off the side of someone's desks. Proper
recognition of this. Mentorship is essential for the roles.

Let members articulate what they want to know, but EDC
provides fora for these to emerge.

Try to be more inclusive across the PSE sector, perhaps with
an emphasis on encouraging more peers/colleagues from
the colleges to join.

Room for flexibility
move away from the strict adherence to rules and protocols and be open to new ways to
doing things, discard what doesn't work...

Transparency
Particularly from the board/whatever "system" or group of people who will represent
the community.

Engender organizational humility.

The naming of the organization. We have so many job titles
other than educational developers - how can we invite in
more folks? The work extends beyond, perhaps, what it did
previously.



Sustainability in Education
As a future direction, I think EDC could more directly engage with sustainability
considerations and the advancement of sustainability thinking and practice in
education.

Contribute meaningfully to indigenization

We need to define what WE mean by educational
development/what is an educational developer

do we? shouldn't we create a space where anyone who identi�es as an educational developer
or anyone who feels that being a member of a community focused on critically examining

teaching/learning practices feels included? A de�nition could reify and exclude.
― ANONYMOUS

Maintain a focus on diversity of background and experience

Who are educational developers?
Are there other people missing/being excluded as a result of being called "Educational
Developers". We need to revisit the boundaries (?) of who we are and who we want to be.

Own up to our role in higher ed in Canada. Where do we have
responsibilities to make change? Are we as inclusive as we
want to be? Or that we think we are? Move towards making
systemic change.

More supports for Indigenous Educational
Development/Developers
Good support out there that we need to tap into and grow.

Assessing/ re-assessing alignment between values and
practices

E.g. the 'competitive' element and colonial structure of things like grants and awards 

Also our theories, etc.

Should "EDC" be restricted to "educational developers"? Can
we not open our community up? In our current conception of
ed developers, are we excluding folks? Focus on ed
developMENT, not ed developERS. We need to unsettle our
notion of who does ed development.

Yes - nomenclature matters. In the Ontario College system Ed Dev is not a common term and
I think this impacts participation and sense of belonging in EDC ― ANONYMOUS

I think that we need to be open to those working in teaching and instructional development.
This goes beyond the "traditional" functions of an educational developer. ― ANONYMOUS

Engaging in "Educational Development" work rather than "Educational Developers" - and
then we need to clearly de�ne what that is ― ANONYMOUS

4. What action does the EDC and it's
community need to take to make this future
happen?

Keep space for sense of loss around this change

"Action" needs to be deliberate and careful. Take the time we
need. It's a crock pot not a microwave.

How do we measure success? How do we define it? What are
we aiming for and how will we know we've arrived. Without
metrics and clarity on this we may not move forward or be
able to check ourselves against our goals.

Grassroots, Transformative, Agile Community Advancement



Community-driven planning that is adaptive

Engage better with Provincial Ed Dev networks (which often
have connections to Gov't or Universities and Colleges)
Having a voice at the table. 
Look at roots of education, some concerns about the loss of humanistic, historical,
wider-ranging sense of �eld and its roots.  
A say at decision-making tables for funding models -- for longer-term vision.

Critically Examine Governance Structures
Are the typical non-for-pro�t governance structures and formal meeting practices
necessary or can they be re-imagined? From my observations in recent STLHE
meetings, they can create social distance between participants and enforce a hierarchy
that seems antithetical to the desire to create a community-driven organization.

Ask and address pragmatic questions; e.g: what can
institutions continue to pay for membership?

What mentorship opportunities are there for new(er)
members?

For example, being paired with a mentor upon registering for a conference or institute
― ANONYMOUS

Reconsider the formatting of our events to be inclusive,
accessible, welcoming, and engaging

survey - I'd love to know what people who have only recently been able to attend because
lower costs/ distance, etc have been able to join. ― ANONYMOUS

A great opportunity for folks who identify as newer to the EDC community to check it out as
they become part of the community ― ANONYMOUS

Not take our current structures for granted, given that ED
has also participated in colonialism

What do new members to our community need/want?

Finding ways to support Research
Important to our work, and a challenge to move forward - EDC plays (and can play a
greater) role in ED research.

Encouraging opportunities for inter-institutional and inter-sector research as well!
― ANONYMOUS

what does sharing power within EDC look like? Lots of
wonderful intentions in #1-3, how do we ensure impact
aligns with our intentions for the future?

Formulate mentorship opportunities
Encourage people through mentorship to get involved in the leadership of the
organization

Re envision formats
Consider accessibility (budget, ability, etc) in varying the format of conferences and
events 

More marketing and communications outside of PSE
institutions- opportunity to bring more people into our
community.

And maybe even within PSE. To what extent has STLHE supported the marketing of EDC and
its visibility in Canada. How can we better market the organization to individuals within and

outside PSE. ― ANONYMOUS

Supporting learning and educational development for adult
learners outside traditional post-secondary?



Centre people and relationships

Keep Ego out :)

Rebuild the organization after laying decolonial, anti-racist,
anti-oppressive cornerstones.

I think part of this is re-de�ning who/what educational development is ― ANONYMOUS

working to actively to ensure developing organizational structure and culture does not
reinforce colonized, oppressive ways of being ― ANONYMOUS

Ensure diverse perspectives/voices have 'a seat at the table'

More than a seat! Voices and in�uence! ― ANONYMOUS

5. Take Action (will discuss in the next
session)

Determine what legal identities we really want to have.

Can we build EDC on agreements vs rules
in order to maintain relational strength

Can we take a more agile planning approach while we figure
out what works?
Rather than suddenly �nd ourselves committed to laws that have good intention but
don't suit us? Can we plan in the near term and have more thoughtful discussions about
what will suit us? It will be messy perhaps but allow us not to make decisions rapidly. 

A decision to move away from STLHE was a majority
decision, but wasn't a consensus. How do we grow the
organization without growing a schism?

are we talking about a schism within the new "EDC" or between the new and some version of
the old? If the former - isn't it for all of us to work together in good faith to avoid schisms and

welcome diversity? If the latter, that will be up to those who wish to create a parallel
organization (eg within STLHE). ― ANONYMOUS

Do we have a sense or need a sense of people's reasoning for their vote, and does this need to
be articulated in order to move forward together? ― ANONYMOUS

Explore new ways to....
vote people in, hold elections, run meetings (e.g. not Robert's Rules), proposing norms
we collectively agree on, governance, avenues for sharing knowledge and learning from
each other, translating knowledge and sharing beyond our community, making
accessible our work to support each other

How to we build a governance structure based on our strengths? Of community, shared
leadership, generosity ― ANONYMOUS

maintaining relational strength by agreements over "rules" ― ANONYMOUS

What are the possibilities for legitimate existence as a formalized group? What is the full
range of possibilities that still meet Canadian law and governance models? ― ANONYMOUS

We picked Sturgis over Roberts when we formalized for many of these reasons. (TH)
― ANONYMOUS

Resist the temptation to build a new organization based on
the old just because it is familiar.

But also, don't do everything differently just for the sake of that either :) ― ANONYMOUS
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